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1st December 2014 

 
Temple Grafton School Junior Christmas Performance 2014  

Costume List 
 
Dear Parent/Carer, 
 
 The Junior Christmas performances of “Panto Pandemonium” are just around the corner and 
consequently I have listed some costume suggestions for our talented cast.  
 
As always, please borrow things where you can, have a look in charity shops, dressing up boxes 
etc. rather than spending a lot of money. Where I have a complete or part of a costume, I will 
supply it. Your effort in creating superb costumes is always appreciated and really adds to the 
production. Thank you.  
 
All children should wear black school pumps or black shoes unless otherwise advised. No trainers.  
 
Your children have thrown themselves into this production with their usual gusto!  I would 
appreciate it if however  they could be encouraged to continue to learn their lines and song 
words as the performances loom large. Many children have been given the task of understudying 
another part in addition to their own. In past years due to illness, a number of understudies have 
been called upon to perform and it is entirely possible that this could happen again. It is 
therefore very important that their understudy parts are learned – previous shows wouldn’t have 
gone ahead without them.  
 
Costumes should be left in school each day from Thursday 11th December in anticipation of 
dress rehearsals and to enable understudies to adapt the appropriate costume at a moment’s 
notice.  
   
We look forward to warmly welcoming you to our wonderful Christmas show. You have been sent 
details of how to acquire your tickets already. Please come prepared to laugh, cheer and clap 
loudly and as always, to enjoy some wonderful performances from your very talented children.   
 
Thank you for your continued support, 
 
 
Jill Staples-Grantham 
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Please note that these are suggestions only. Feel free to let your imaginations run away with you- 
the more flamboyant the better! Thank you 

 
              

John and Martin, 
Alison and Sara 

Own casual clothes , as if going on an after school trip 

Wicked Witch Black dress or skirt and blouse, stripy tights, hat and long wig. Witches 
broom. Bat/spiders in hair. Green face?  (See Mrs S-G) 

Spotty and Grotty Funny sidekicks to witch. (See Mrs S-G) Matching orange and black striped 
tights – order them together? Spotty /grotty face  

Good Fairy Fairy costume/ bridesmaid dress, wings, tiara, wand.  

Boo and Hiss Black trousers and plain black long sleeved tshirt. I will supply a bowler 
and top hat for each character 

Moo and Tail If possible, to share a cow onesie, cut in half. Braces needed for Tail. 
Black or white tshirts/trousers underneath 

Jack Tatty shirt. Dungarees (see Mrs S-G). Stripy socks, robin hood type hat  

Giant Want him to look like a normal little boy. ¾ trousers plain t shirt. I will 
get a big hat of some sort 

Dwarfs I have, I think, seven red and green pixie hats. Will let you know. 
Trousers/jeans with braces and coloured stripy t shirt underneath. 
Trousers tucked into long socks and flat shoes/walking boots. A long 
handled seaside spade each please  

Cinderella Blue Cinderella dress. (See Mrs S-G)Tiara 

Apple White and   
Magnolia 

I have two horrid dresses but feel free to replace. Wigs (see Mrs S-G)  
Stripy tights, big jewellery, over arm handbag.  

Aladdin (see Mrs S-G). Hair in plaits. A suitable Aladdins lamp 

Baddies Black and red clothes, either tshirt /trousers or reversed. Green face? 

Class 3 Chorus Own casual clothes as if going to an after school trip  


